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Introduction
I. Sh. El-Meneese started with a brief biography and popular works of Sh. Sa’di. For those

interested in this can read a brief account of his life on Wikipedia
A. It should be noted that the most famous student of his was Sh. Muhammad ibn

al-’Uthaymeen
II. The word Al-Qawa’id is plural of Al-Qa’idah

A. Linguistically, it means the basis of something on which something else stands
B. Technically, it refers to a comprehensive principle which is applied to specific cases

III. Meaning of Al-Qa’idah Al-Fiqhiyyah (Legal Maxim)
A. A comprehensive ruling applied to specific cases that come under it

1. In other words, the same general ruling is applied to all the specific cases that
are related to it

2. The number of these specific cases could be a lot but they all result in the same
ruling based on the maxim

IV. The word Al-Dhaabit Al-Fiqhiyy (Legal Controller)
A. This is a phrase that closely resembles the concept of Al-Qa’idah Al-Fiqhiyyah,

however, it is not the same in meaning
B. The difference is that Al-Qa’idah Al-Fiqhiyyah is broad enough to be applied to multiple

chapters of fiqh simultaneously, whereas, Al-Dhaabit Al-Fiqhiyy is restricted to one
particular chapter of fiqh and cannot be applied outside of it

1. Ex: the legal maxim ‘matters are to be considered in light of their intentions’ can
be applied to cases related to divorce, business transactions, purification, prayer,
etc. However, the legal controller ‘whatever [animal] skin is tanned is pure’ can
only be applied to cases related to purification

V. Difference between Al-Qa’idah Al-Usooliyyah and Al-Qa’idah Al-Fiqhiyyah
A. Al-Qa’idah Al-Usooliyyah is done first under Usool al-Fiqh to help extract fiqh rulings.

They are principles applied in Usool al-Fiqh to help derive Islamic rulings
1. Ex: The usooli maxim ‘a command necessitates obligation’ means that whenever

we come across a command in the Qur’an or Sunnah, then by default we will
assume it to be an obligation

2. This type of maxim always applies and you will hardly find it having any
exceptions

B. Al-Qa’idah Al-Fiqhiyyah are derived from rulings in fiqh that were themselves extracted
using Usool al-Fiqh

1. The jurists study the multiple rulings in fiqh and then produce a legal maxim by
figuring out what is similar among all the different cases. In other words, legal
maxims are derived from rulings in the chapters of fiqh. It helps the jurist apply
the ruling on all related issues without having to know the rulings on every matter
because it fits under the maxim

2. The legal maxim applies to majority of the specific cases related to it, however,
there are at times exceptions

VI. Books written specifically on this topic
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A. Some of the books written on this topic are titled Al-Ashba wa al-Naza’ir and others
Al-Furuq

B. There are numerous books written on the topic by many scholars from the different
schools

1. Among the Hanbalis, Ibn Rajab’s book on the topic is the most popular
VII. Benefits of having legal maxims

A. Makes it easy to know the ruling on a host of cases without having to memorize the
ruling of each particular case

B. Allows one to summon a ruling immediately for an issue by deducing it from the maxim
C. Assists the judge and the mufti to be precise and consistent in their judgements and not

contradictory
D. Assists the mjutahids to derive rulings for new issues that may fall under the maxims

and also to assure that the ruling on the new issue does not contradict established
principles

VIII. It is important to note that a legal maxim is not a proof in and of itself, rather, it just provides
certain benefits, as noted above, in deriving a ruling

A. This is the opinion of majority of the Muslim jurists
B. However, the jurist can use the evidence on which the maxim is based as proof

1. This is because maxims can be traced back to the Qur’an, Sunnah, and other
sources of Islamic law. Remember, they are derived from fiqh rulings which
themselves are based on evidence from the sources of Islamic law

IX. There are five legal maxims under which all other maxims fall. They are the most
comprehensive:

A. Matters are to be considered in light of their intentions
1. Meaning a person’s intention will determine the role of his/her actions

a) Ex: if a husband uses metaphorical language that could be interpreted to
mean divorce, then whether his wife is divorced or not is dependent on his
intention at the time of saying those words

2. Most scholars use the word ‘objectives’ instead of ‘intentions’
a) Sh. Sa’di prefers to use the word ‘intentions’ as we will see later

insha’Allah
B. That which is established with certainty is not removed by doubt

1. Meaning a person should act according to what he/she is certain about and
ignore the doubts

a) Ex: if a person remembers making wudu but cannot recall if he/she broke
it or not, then the person should assume that he/she is still in the state of
wudu because that is certain

C. The presence of difficulty requires that allowances be made to effect ease
1. Meaning if there is legitimate difficulty in place, then ease is given in the ruling

a) Ex: if one cannot find water to make wudu, then he/she can use dirt to
make tayammum

D. Harm shall be removed
1. Meaning the person should not do something that brings harm to himself or

others
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E. Cultural usage shall have the weight of law
1. Meaning cultural practices will be considered in making a judgement if there is

nothing in Islamic law contradicting it
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Verse 1

I. All praise is for Allah, the Most High, the Most Gentle
A. Starting with Allah’s praise is a general practice following in the footsteps of the Prophet

(pbuh). He would also begin by praising Allah in his khutbahs
1. Some scholars said the practice of the Prophet (pbuh) was to begin with the

basmalah when writing something and hamd (praise) when giving a khutbah.
This is why some scholars begin with both in their writings so that both goods
can be combined

B. The word hamd means to give immense praise to Allah because He is the giver of
blessings to all those who praise Him and even to those who do not praise Him

C. The word Allah comes from al-Ilaah, which means the one who is worthy of worship
D. The word al-’Aliyy (Most High) could refer to Allah’s essence, status, position, power,

control, legislation, etc.
1. Meaning He is the Most High and the Most Great in such things

E. The author chose Allah’s attribute of ‘gentleness’ among many of His other attributes
because it relates to the subject of the poem

1. Allah is gentle and loves gentleness from us
2. The Arabic word rifq can mean: gentleness, ease, kindness, forbearance, etc.

a) Allah is all these things towards His creation
3. Allah provides ease in His laws and does not burden a soul beyond its capacity,

thus, the author chose this attribute because legal maxims are all about providing
ease

4. We don’t have any authentic report from the Prophet (pbuh) that tells us all of
Allah’s Names and Attributes, however, many are clearly scattered throughout
the Qur’an and Sunnah while others are derived by the scholars using a
particular methodology

a) It should also be noted that Allah’s Names are not restricted to 99, rather,
there are more than that

II. The one who connects matters, and separates them
A. This is in reference to the legal maxims and their connection to issues in fiqh. Some of

these fiqh issues resemble each other while others differ from each other. Those that
resemble each other are then used, based on a common factor in them, to extract legal
maxims. Therefore, the phrase “connects matters” is in reference to fiqh issues that are
similar to each other and the phrase “separates” is in reference to fiqh issues which
differ from each other

1. In other words, Allah is the one who made them that way
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2. The meaning can also be extended to mean to everything in general, in that,
Allah made some things/people similar to each other while others different from
each other
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Verse 2

I. Possessing blessings, vast and abundant
A. The blessings of Allah are so numerous that we cannot ever count them. It is beyond

our imagination
1. These blessings could be apparent or hidden

II. And wisdom, splendid and numerous
A. There is wisdom and benefit behind everything that Allah created, similarly, the laws of

Allah also have wisdoms and benefits behind them
1. This is the case even if these wisdoms and benefits are hidden from us
2. Allah never does anything without wisdom

B. Numerous books have been written which delve into the miraculous nature of the
Qur’an in order to show the great wisdoms contained within it

1. If we reflect on the laws of Allah, we will also find great wisdom and benefits
behind them. If we compare these laws to the laws of man, then we will discover
a great difference between the two and bear witness that the laws of Allah are
indeed miraculous and full of wisdom
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Verse 3

I. Thereafter salutations and peace, everlasting
A. The word salah (salutations) here can mean either of the following:

1. Allah praising the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) among the “higher group” (i.e.
angels)

a) Sh. El-Meneese favors this view
2. Mercy from Allah, prayers for forgiveness offered by the angels, and

supplications offered by humans for him
B. The word salam (peace) here means to supplicate for the Prophet Muhammad’s (pbuh)

safety from every evil and to save him from every affliction in this world and the next
II. Upon the Messenger, from Quraysh, the seal

A. The word rasool (messenger) is:
1. One who is revealed a completely new law
2. One who is ordered to convey the message
3. One who is revealed a law that [partially] abrogates a previous scripture

B. Quraysh is the tribe of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) to which he belonged
C. The “seal” is in reference to the finality of prophethood with the Prophet Muhammad

(pbuh). There is no other prophet coming after him
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Verse 4

I. And upon his family and noble companions
A. The Arabic word aal (translated here as family) could mean either:

1. His wives and Muslim blood relatives
2. His followers

B. His companions are those who met the prophet (pbuh) while believing in him and died
as Muslims

II. Bearers of glorious ranks
A. Meaning his aal and his companions are full of great honor and merits
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Verse 5

I. Know, may you be guided, that the most virtuous of blessings
A. Here the author is making a supplication of guidance and knowledge for the reader so

that the reader may recognize the truth from falsehood
B. One of the greatest of blessings is knowledge, which the author points to in his next

verse
1. Scholars have various statements on what is the greatest blessing. Some of their

statements on the matter are as follows:
a) In this world, the greatest blessing is guidance and having faith (eemaan)
b) Some said that the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was the greatest blessing

because he was sent to guide us
c) The greatest blessing in the afterlife is the pleasure of Allah and seeing

Him
II. Is knowledge which removes from you doubt and dirt [of sins]

A. The reason why knowledge is such a great blessing is because it removes doubts and
sins

1. Knowledge is a means that leads us to guidance, having faith, paradise, pleasure
of Allah, seeing Him in the afterlife, etc.

2. There are two types of trials (fitnah):
a) Doubts

(1) These require knowledge to fight them off
(a) We can categorize knowledge into:

(i) Certain knowledge
(a) This is when one is absolutely certain about

something
(b) This is what is known as ‘ilm in Arabic

(ii) Assumption (zann)
(a) This is when knowledge of something has not

reached a level of certainty but one opinion is
preferred over the other due to evidence

(iii) Doubt (shakk)
(a) This is when there is no possible way to prefer

one opinion over another. They both seem
equally possible

(2) Doubts could be about Allah, the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),
afterlife, etc.

b) Desires
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(1) This second type is what the author means by ‘dirt’
(a) Following one’s desires leads to committing sins

(2) Knowledge leads to good deeds which in turn can assist in resisting
desires and keep the person firm on his/her faith

B. Knowledge requires learning the fundamentals of the religion in creed and law
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Verse 6

I. Exposing truth to those possessing hearts
A. Knowledge will expose the person to the truth as long as his heart is in the right place
B. Those possessing hearts is in reference to the hearts which ponder, reflect, and think

about what Allah wants from them
II. And leading a person to what is sought

A. What is sought is the pleasure of Allah
1. In other words, knowledge will lead the person to the pleasure of Allah
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Verse 7

I. So, focus your understanding on the principles
A. The definition of “principle” has already been discussed in the introduction above

1. The author wants the reader to focus on the legal maxims and he provides the
reason in the next verse

II. Which connect together far dispersed issues
A. Meaning the issues of fiqh are scattered and plenty, which makes it difficult to

memorize. Therefore, the reader is being requested to focus and memorize the legal
maxims instead because it assists in memorizing rulings

1. It assists because legal maxims connect numerous rulings based on their
similarities together under one maxim
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Verse 8

I. Such that you are able to progress well in your knowledge
A. Meaning the knowledge of legal maxims will help the reader progress to higher levels of

knowledge in fiqh
II. Thereby following the paths of those guided to success

A. Those guided to success is in reference to scholars whom Allah has given insight,
ability to deduce and extract rulings especially related to new modern issues

1. Having a good understanding of legal maxims will make a person easily
categorize and find similarities between new issues and the established legal
maxims, thereby, he/she will be able to connect the two to provide a ruling
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Verse 9

I. And these principles, I penned as poetry
A. Meaning the author wrote the principles mentioned in this work as a form of poetry

II. From the books of the people of knowledge, I gathered them
A. The author is explaining here that the principles that he is going to mention in this poem

have been taken from scholars of the past and their books and is not something he
invented on his own
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Verse 10

I. May the Guardian reward them with a great reward
A. The author is supplicating for the scholars of the past

II. And pardon along with His forgiveness and goodness
A. The author is supplicating to Allah to pardon, forgive, and grant goodness to those past

scholars
B. This ends the introduction of the author
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Verse 11

I. An intention is a prerequisite for all actions
A. This is based on one of the five comprehensive legal maxims that all schools agree on

1. They were mentioned previously in the introduction
2. The particular legal maxim here is in reference to: ‘Matters are to be considered

in light of their intentions/objectives’
a) This is taken from the famous hadith of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh),

“Actions are based on their intentions”
B. Meaning the intention is a basis for all actions

1. If someone did something just out of habit is not the same as someone who did
something with the intention of worship

a) Ex: if someone took a normal bath out of habit is not the same as
someone who took a bath due to being in a state of major impurity
(janabah). The latter requires an intention to purify oneself from janabah,
otherwise, the bath does not count

C. Meaning of intention (niyyah)
1. Linguistic definition: The emission of the heart towards what it deems appropriate

for the purpose of benefiting or repelling harm now or in the future
2. Technical definition: wanting to focus the heart towards an action desiring thereby

the pleasure of Allah and abiding by His command
a) Some also defined it as intending obedience and closeness to Allah by

either performing or abstaining from an action
3. The place of intention is in the heart and it is not necessary to verbalize it with the

tongue
a) There are some acts of worship in which it is narrated that the Prophet

(pbuh) verbalized the intention out loud:
(1) Umrah and Hajj
(2) Sacrificing an animal

b) Scholars differed whether it is recommended to verbalize the intention for
prayer out loud or not

(1) Most said that it is disliked
(2) Some like Imam Shafi’ said that it is recommended

D. Conditions for the intention to be valid
1. The person must be Muslim

a) Some scholars allowed this condition to be overlooked if the action is not
related to worship

2. The person must have reached the age of tamyeez (seven or above)
18



a) Because the person should know what he/she is intending and a child
does not know

3. Absence of anything coming in that may negate the intention
a) Ex: a person begins to pray for the sake of Allah but while in the middle of

it, he begins to mix his intention with doing it to show off as well
E. Intention is performed either a short time before the intended action or as the first action

when beginning the intended action
1. There are some exceptions, such as, fasting the intention for which occurs the

night before
F. The intention only counts when it is affirmed and determined not when it is just a

thought
1. Meaning the person has made a firm determination to act on it as opposed to

someone who is just thinking about it without a firm determination
II. Upon it, is the validity and corruption of every action

A. Meaning the intention could make an action valid or corrupted even though to the
onlooker there is no difference

1. Ex: two people are praying in the mosque and one of them is doing it for the sake
of Allah while the other is doing it to show off. The former’s prayer is valid while
the latter’s is corrupted, thus, rejected

B. Numerous rulings in every chapter of fiqh are determined based on the intention of the
individual

C. Actions can either be:
1. Those that require an intention

a) Ex: the five daily prayers, giving someone a loan, etc.
2. Those that do not require an intention

a) Ex: removing a physical impurity, paying off one’s debt, etc.
D. Actions which are to be performed exclusively for Allah cannot have additional

intentions contained in them, rather, they should be solely for Allah
1. Ex: prayer, Hajj, fasting, etc.

E. Actions which are part of everyday life can be done with a worldly intention as well as
for Allah

1. Ex: someone sacrifices an animal so he can eat from it as well as to come closer
to Allah and earn His reward

F. Explicitly clear statements do not require an intention
1. Ex: A man says to his wife, “I divorce you!”

a) We will not accept his claim that he intended something else
G. Allusive statements require an intention

1. Ex: A man says to his wife, “Go to your parents!”
a) This could either mean that she goes away for a while or that she is

divorced. The man’s intention when he said it will make the judgement
H. There are many maxims that go under the larger ‘Matters are to be considered in light of

their intentions/objectives’
1. Ex: Whoever seeks to hasten something before its time through impermissible

means will be prevented from it
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a) Ex: a man kills his father with the intention of receiving his share of the
inheritance
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Verse 12

I. The religion is built upon common benefits
A. It seems this verse is based on the following two maxims:

1. When an action contains only benefit, then we adopt it
2. When an action contains only harm, then we abandon it

a) This is why Islamic law forbids things like: fornication, theft, backbiting,
etc.

B. All of Islamic law is based on doing what benefits us and avoiding what harms us
C. Technical definition of maslahah (benefit)

1. Safeguarding the objectives of Islamic law by repelling whatever harms the
creation

2. Some scholars also defined it as benefit that the Wise Legislator intended for His
slaves in order to safeguard their religion, lives, intellect, lineage, and wealth
according to a specific order

a) This definition includes the five objectives of Islamic law within it that most
scholars have mentioned Islamic law came to protect:

(1) Religion
(a) Ex: jihad is legislated to safeguard people’s religion

(2) Life
(a) Ex: a murderer is killed (qisaas) to safeguard people’s life

(3) Intellect
(a) Ex: intoxicants are prohibited to safeguard people’s intellect

(4) Lineage
(a) Ex: fornication is prohibited to safeguard people’s lineage

(5) Wealth
(a) Ex: interest (riba) is prohibited to safeguard people’s wealth

b) Some scholars also add ‘honor’ as one of the objectives of Islamic law
(1) Ex: backbiting is prohibited to safeguard people’s honor

c) According to those scholars who accept the above five objectives, all
Islamic laws can fall under one of the above five/six categories and some
laws can fall under every one of them

(1) Ibn Taymiyyah had an issue restricting the objectives of Islamic law
to just five categories. He opined that the objectives surpass just
these five

(a) Some other objectives he suggested in addition to these five:
(i) Family ties
(ii) Doing good to neighbors
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(iii) Connecting the heart to Allah
(iv) Obeying the parents
(v) And many others as well

II. Establishing them, and repelling harms
A. Meaning if the action contains only benefit, then we do it. If the action contains only

harm, then we abandon it
1. The benefit/harm could be related to this life or the afterlife

B. Who has the right to judge something to be good or bad?
1. This is a discussion that occurs in Usool al-Fiqh and there is a debate about it

a) View of Mu’tazilah
(1) They said we can figure out good or bad solely based on our

intellect and do not need revelation to tell us
(a) They conditioned that as long as the intellect is sound it can

be done
(b) This is why they opine that a person may be punished for

doing something bad even if no revelation reached him/her
to point out that it is forbidden

b) View of ‘Asharis
(1) They said we can only know good or bad based on revelation and

the intellect plays no part in determining it. For them, nothing is
good or bad before revelation, rather, it is all the same. Revelation
must tell us what is good or bad

(a) Ex: they say lying is not bad in and of itself, rather, it is only
bad because revelation said so

(2) This is why they opine that one cannot be punished/rewarded for
doing or not doing something if revelation has not reached him/her,
because the person cannot determine what is good/bad without it

c) Ibn Taymiyyah
(1) He opined sound intellect can determine what is good or bad,

however, revelation must acknowledge it
(2) For him and those who agreed with him, even though the intellect

can determine what is good or bad, Allah will not punish those
before revelation reached them because of His perfect justice. Allah
does not punish people who, due to the absence of revelation,
determined things solely based on their intellect

(a) As for reward of those before revelation, he opines that they
will be rewarded for doing things regarded as good based on
sound intellect even in the absence of revelation

(3) Maturidis are closer to this view
C. What if a person points to something he/she finds beneficial but claims Islamic law is

silent about it? If Islamic law is complete, perfect, and has indicated everything that will
benefit us, then why was it silent about it? There are two possibilities:

1. Such things are of no real benefit in reality though a person may erroneously
imagine them to be
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2. Islamic law indicated them to be of benefit but the person may just be ignorant
about it

D. There are three types of maslahah:
1. Those which are considered

a) There is evidence through sources of Islamic law for pursuing them
(1) Ex: preservation of religion, life, intellect, lineage, prayer, tawheed,

etc.
2. Those which are not considered

a) These are those which the person may imagine them to be beneficial but
evidence through sources of Islamic law show us to not turn towards them

(1) Examples
(a) When two benefits contradict each other, then the lesser of

the two benefits is abandoned
(b) If the harm is greater than the benefit, then the latter is

abandoned
(i) Ex: wine has benefits as well as harms but the latter

is greater than the former
(c) Equality in inheritance between males and females may

seem beneficial to us but Islamic law has shown us to not
turn towards that by giving the male twice that of the female

(i) This is because Islamic law sees this as more
beneficial

(d) Any type of benefits that contradict Islamic law
3. Those which are neither of the above two

a) Meaning Islamic law is silent about them and there is nothing in the
sources specifically addressing them

(1) However, we may be able to use general evidence from the
sources to “prove” them

b) This is known as maslahah mursalah
(1) This becomes one of the sources of deriving Islamic law if there is

nothing available from the standard sources (Qur’an, Sunnah,
consensus, analogical deduction, etc.). This is known as istislaah

(a) We have reports from the companions making rulings based
on maslahah

(i) Ex: Abu Bakr being chosen as the caliphate,
combining the Qur’an into one book, starting the hijri
calendar, etc.

(2) We can divide such benefits into five types:
(a) Those that preserve religion
(b) Those that preserve life
(c) Those that preserve intellect
(d) Those that preserve lineage
(e) Those that preserve wealth
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(3) Any type of benefit under this category that can be connected to
one of the five types above would be considered maslahah
mursalah

c) Ex: the principle ‘whatever is required to abstain from a prohibition is in
itself prohibited and whatever is required to fulfill an obligation is in itself
an obligation’
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Verse 13

I. And if a number of common benefits collide
A. Meaning there are two benefits that contradict each other and it is not possible to

combine between them. If one is done, the other would be missed
II. Preference is given to the greater benefit

A. Meaning in such a case that which is of greater benefit is done and the lesser of the two
benefits is abandoned

1. Similarly, if a benefit that is obligatory collides with a benefit that is recommended
(sunnah) and there is no possible way to combine them both, then precedence
would be given to the former over the latter

a) Examples
(1) A person wakes up late for Fajr and the time is about to end. The

person only has sufficient time to pray two units of prayer. In this
case, the person should pray the obligatory prayer and abandon
the two units of sunnah prayer that come before it, because the
obligatory prayer takes precedence. The person can then make up
the sunnah prayer afterwards

(2) A person who has never performed an obligatory Hajj is not allowed
to perform a supragatory Hajj because the former takes
precedence

b) If we are able to combine between them and do both without missing the
other, then this is better

2. Similarly, those actions that exceed in benefit towards others take precedence
over actions the benefits of which are restricted

a) Ex: helping others with their needs takes precedence over staying in the
mosque for i’tikaaf. This is because in the latter case, the benefit is
restricted just to the individual doing the act

3. Similarly, doing good to your relatives takes precedence over doing good towards
others

4. Similarly, doing good to your close neighbor takes precedence over doing good
towards a distant neighbor

5. Similarly, giving charity to a Muslim takes precedence over giving charity to a
non-Muslim

B. What about if two obligations collide and it is not possible to combine between them?
Doing one would mean abandoning the other. Which one should take precedence?
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1. In this case, the one that is more of an obligation and confirmed takes
precedence

2. Examples
a) More foundational obligations take precedence over general obligations

(1) Ex: the five daily prayers would take precedence over a prayer due
to taking a vow

b) Obedience to Allah takes precedence over obedience to parents
c) Individual obligation takes precedence over communal obligation
d) Spending on the wife takes precedence over spending on the children

C. What if two recommended (sunnah) benefits collide and it is not possible to combine
between them? Which one would take precedence?

1. In this case, the better of the two would take precedence
a) Examples

(1) The regular sunnah prayers before and after the obligatory prayers
would take precedence over the other optional prayers

(2) The recommended acts which have specific reasons for doing them
and/or restricted times take precedence over general
recommended acts

(a) Ex: In general, the recitation of the Qur’an is better than
general tasbeeh, however, if in a particular time and place a
specific optional dhikr has been legislated, then this would
be better than reciting the Qur’an in that moment. For
example, doing the narrated adhkaar of the morning and
evening in those specific times

(3) The recommended act which will keep the people united takes
precedence over a recommended act which may disunite them and
cause argumentation

(4) The recommended acts which righteously impact the heart take
precedence over acts which do not

(a) Ex: In general, it is better for a woman to pray at home,
however, if she feels closer to Allah and more khushoo’ in
prayer while at the mosque, then this is better
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Verse 14

I. Its opposite is the coinciding of harms
A. Meaning when there are two harms that contradict each other and one of them must be

done, then what should we do? The answer is in the next verse
II. The least of the harms is committed

A. Meaning the greater harm is abandoned and lesser of the two evils is committed
1. The lesser evil becomes permissible to commit in order to prevent the greater

evil
a) Evidence:

(1) Qur’an
(a) They ask you about the sacred month - about fighting

therein. Say, "Fighting therein is great [sin], but averting
[people] from the way of Allah and disbelief in Him and
[preventing access to] al-Masjid al-Haram and the expulsion
of its people therefrom are greater [evil] in the sight of Allah .
And fitnah is greater than killing." [Qur’an 2:217]

(i) Fitnah here means preventing the believers from their
religion

(ii) This verse shows that harms are of varying degrees
and some are less in weight than others

(2) Sunnah
(a) The treaty of Hudaybiyyah in which the Prophet (pbuh)

accepted some harmful conditions in order to avoid a greater
harm

(b) The hadith which allows lying in three exceptional cases, “I
never heard him (she meant the Prophet (pbuh)) giving
permission of lying in anything except in three (things): war,
conciliating between people and the conversation of man
with his wife and the conversation of a woman with her
husband” [Muslim]

(i) These harms are permitted to avoid greater harms
B. Examples

1. If raising a voice against an evil will lead to a greater evil, then it is better to stay
silent

a) Staying silent in front of an evil is wrong, however, not if speaking up
against it could lead to a greater wrong
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2. The hudood punishments and the harms that come with it are established to
prevent a greater harm

3. Jihad and the harms that come with it (injury, death, etc.) are established to
prevent a greater harm

C. What should be done if there is a contradiction between a benefit and harm and one of
them must be done?

1. Scholars differed over this and it is a ijtihadi issue
a) Some said preventing harm takes precedence over obtaining benefit
b) Some said we measure the level of harm/benefit for each and then we do

one of the following:
(1) If the benefit is more than the harm, then we do that which is

beneficial
(2) If the harm is more than the benefit, then we prevent the harm
(3) If the benefit and harm are equal, then we have a choice to do

either
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Verse 15

I. From the principles of the Sharee’ah, is ease
A. This is in reference to the legal maxim ‘the presence of difficulty requires that

allowances be made to effect ease’
II. In every matter, stricken with difficulty

A. Meaning whenever difficulty arises, Islamic law loosens the rules in those situations in
order to make it easy for the people

1. Ex: concession (rukhsah) allowed for a traveler to shorten his/her prayer
B. What does it mean for something to become ‘difficult’?

1. Meaning the ruling is causing some sort of hardship to a sane and pubescent
(mukallaf) person’s life or wealth. In such a situation, the ruling is lightened for
him/her in order to provide ease

C. Evidence
1. Qur’an

a) Allah intends for you ease and does not intend for you hardship [Qur’an
2:185]

b) Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity [Qur’an
2:286]

c) And it is Allah’s Will to lighten your burdens [Qur’an 4:28]
d) There are other verses as well

2. Sunnah
a) Hadith reported in Ahmad (22345): “I was sent with an easy pure

monotheistic religion”
b) Hadith in which the Prophet (pbuh) tells his companion, “You have been

sent to make things easy and not to make them difficult” [Bukhari]
c) There are other hadiths as well

D. Examples
1. Shortening the prayer while traveling
2. Not fasting in Ramadan while traveling
3. Combining prayers due to travel, sickness, heavy rain, etc.
4. Eating something forbidden due to necessity
5. A qualified mujtahid being forgiven if he makes a mistake in his ijtihaad

a) Because it is not possible to know the definitive ruling in every case,
rather, in most situations scholars are using evidence based assumption
(zann)
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6. A woman being allowed to be looked at by a man, who is neither her blood
relative nor her husband, due to medical treatment, marriage proposal, or
security concerns to assure her identity

7. Using tayammum in the absence of water
8. Annulment from the wife (khul’) or divorce

a) These are legislated for the very purpose of providing ease in the
marriage contract in case it does not work out

E. Types of difficulties
1. Those that result due to normal limitations

a) These are possible for people to deal with and are part of daily life,
therefore, these do not qualify to have rulings lightened because of them

(1) Ex: getting up for Fajr prayer, staying hungry all day in Ramadan,
etc.

2. Those that result due to going beyond normal limitations
a) Types

(1) Severe level difficulty
(a) This is when the difficulty surpasses the capability of the

person, thus, these qualify to lighten the ruling
(i) Ex: fear of losing one’s life, fear of serious injury to

one’s body, fear of losing a great amount of one’s
wealth, etc.

(2) Lower level difficulty
(a) This is when the difficulty is beyond normal but less severe

than the previous category, thus, it is still within capacity
(i) Ex: headache, body ache, etc.

(b) Most scholars do not consider this anything significant and
categorize it under the ‘normal limitations’ because it is
possible for people to fulfill the rulings despite these
difficulties. Therefore, the person would not be allowed to be
provided ease in the rulings

F. The ease is allowed as long as the difficulty remains. As soon as the difficulty
disappears, the ease is lifted as well and now the person must abide by the original rule

G. What are the reasons that allow ease in rulings? There are seven:
1. Travel

a) Ex: shortening of prayer, wiping over socks for 72 hours, permissibility to
pray the supragatory prayer while riding, not fasting in Ramadan and just
making up the days later, etc.

2. Sickness
a) Ex: doing tayammum, praying the obligatory prayer while sitting or laying,

not fasting in Ramadan and just making up the days later, those with
chronic illness being allowed to give food to the needy (fidyah) instead of
fasting in Ramadan, doctors being allowed to look at one’s private parts if
needed for treatment, etc.

3. Force
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a) Ex: being forced to say kufr (statements of disbelief), being forced to
divorce one’s wife, etc.

(1) A person would not be held responsible if forced to do such things
4. Forgetfulness

a) Ex: forgetfully eating something while fasting in Ramadan, forgetfully
leaving an obligation, etc.

5. Ignorance
a) These are of two types

(1) Those that are not excusable
(a) Ex: disbelief in those things that deal with fundamental

aspects of creed, such as, belief in Allah, afterlife,
resurrection, prophets, etc.

(i) In this world, we would consider this kufr (disbelief)
from such a person even if he/she considers oneself a
Muslim, however, we leave the person’s fate in the
next world to Allah

(2) Those that are excusable
(a) Ex: someone being doubtful about a particular secondary

matter, a scholar committing a mistake in his ijtihaad, a new
convert doing something forbidden due to his/her ignorance
of its ruling, etc.

6. Difficulty
a) These are general afflictions widespread among the people that cause

them hardships, therefore, these would allow ease in the rulings
b) Ex: if someone has an impurity under his/her shoe and needed to pray

with the shoes, he/she could just rub it against the dirt to lighten it and
does not need to worry about removing it completely, allowing children to
touch the Qur’an for the purpose of learning without having to worry about
their wudu, etc.

7. Deficiency
a) These are things like deficiency in one’s intellect or age

(1) It could also be in one’s body, such as, when a woman is in her
menses

b) Ex: those that are insane or below the age of puberty are not obligated to
pray five times a day

H. There are seven types of concessions (rukhsah)
1. Those that completely drop the worship

a) Ex: a person who does not have the means is not obligated to do Hajj, a
woman in her menses does not pray, etc.

2. Those that reduce the worship
a) Ex: shortening the prayer while traveling, being allowed to pray while

sitting or laying down due to sickness, etc.
3. Those that replace the worship
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a) Ex: being allowed to do tayammum instead of wudu or ghusl, being
allowed to give food to the needy instead of fasting in Ramadan for those
with a chronic illness, etc.

4. Those that allow doing a worship before its time
a) Ex: combining the Dhuhr and ‘Asr prayers in Arafat during Hajj, combining

prayers due to traveling/sickness/heavy rain, giving zakkah before its due,
etc.

5. Those that allow doing a worship after its time
a) Ex: combining prayers due to travel, a traveler making up his missed fasts

in Ramadan after it, a person who overslept for Fajr praying afterwards,
etc.

6. Those allowed due to force
a) Ex: eating pig’s meat due to fear of starvation in case the person cannot

find any other halal alternative
7. Those that allow change

a) Ex: the daily five prayers being prayed in the form of fear prayer with its
specific rules on the battlefield
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Verse 16

I. There is no obligation without an ability
A. Meaning if the person is unable to fulfill an obligation, then he/she is not required to do it

II. Nor prohibition in a state of dire necessity
A. Meaning dire necessities permit prohibited acts
B. Some scholars consider this part of the legal maxim ‘harm shall be removed’

1. Meaning the person should not do something that brings harm to himself or
others

C. Some scholars consider this part of the legal maxim ‘the presence of difficulty requires
that allowances be made to effect ease’

D. Evidence
1. Qur’an

a) But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring [it] nor transgressing
[its limit], then indeed, your Lord is Forgiving and Merciful [Qur’an 6:145]

b) There are other verses as well
E. What does it mean by ‘necessity’?

1. Linguistically, it means a severe need
2. Technically, it refers to those things which Islamic law has prohibited but are

permitted due to a severe need
3. Types

a) It lifts the prohibited act’s ruling and its attribute
(1) Meaning the action is considered permissible in the given situation

and the person doing it is neither blamed, considered sinful, nor
punished

(a) Ex: Eating meat of an animal that died of natural diseases
due to fear of starving to death and lack of halal alternatives

b) It lifts the blame but not its attribute
(1) Meaning the person is neither blamed nor punished for doing it,

however, the action continues to be considered prohibited
(a) The doer is just temporarily being given a concession to

perform the act but it is still considered prohibited
(b) Ex: a person being forced to damage another Muslim’s

property, being forced to slander another’s honor, being
forced to say statements of kufr, etc.

(2) For this type, if the person prevents himself from it despite there
being a necessity, then this is better and the person is rewarded for
it
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c) It neither lifts the blame nor the attribute
(1) Meaning despite the necessity being present, the person doing the

prohibited act is blamed and punished and the action continues to
be considered prohibited

(a) Examples
(i) Someone forcing a Muslim to kill another Muslim

(a) Because his life is not more valuable than the
other’s

(ii) Someone forcing a man to commit fornication
(a) If a woman is raped, then she does not fall

under this. She will be forgiven insha’Allah
(iii) Someone forcing a person to beat his parents
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Verse 17

I. And every forbiddance in a state of necessity
A. Meaning every forbidden act that is done due to necessity

II. [Is permitted] according to the level of necessity
A. A person is only allowed to engage in the prohibited act due to necessity as long as

he/she needs to and not beyond that
1. Ex: if a doctor needs to look at a patient’s private part, then he/she is only

allowed to do so as long as it is needed to do the check up/treatment and not
beyond that
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Verse 18

I. Rulings are based on certainty
A. This is based on the maxim ‘that which is established with certainty is not removed by

doubt’
II. And doubt is not a removal of certainty

A. Meaning whatever is certain to be true can never be cancelled by something doubtful
1. The only way for the certainty to be removed would be to bring conclusive

evidence to counter it
a) Ex: if someone remembers doing wudu but doubts breaking it, he/she

should go by the certainty and assume the wudu is still valid
2. The opposite is also true

a) Whatever is certain to be absent can never be cancelled by something
doubtful. The only way to counter the certainty would be to bring
conclusive evidence

(1) Ex: if someone remembers breaking his/her wudu but doubts
renewing it, he/she should go by the certainty and assume the
wudu needs to be renewed

B. Meaning of certainty
1. When the heart is absolutely certain about something, such as, when something

is derived from a definitive text
2. The opposite of this is called delusion (wahm)

a) This is when an understanding of something is based on weak evidence
or no evidence

C. Meaning of doubt
1. When there is a doubt over the occurrence or absence of something
2. According to scholars of usool, it means when there are two possibilities of equal

strength and there is no way to give preference to one over the other
D. Sh. El-Meneesee spends a good amount of time talking about the Islamic philosophy of

knowledge. You can refer to my other notes on that here based on a different book
E. Evidence

1. Qur’an
a) And most of them follow not except assumption. Indeed, assumption

avails not against the truth at all [Qur’an 10:36]
(1) The ‘truth’ here means certainty

2. Sunnah
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a) A person made a complaint to the Apostle (pbuh) that he entertained
(doubt) as if something had happened to him breaking his ablution. He
(pbuh) said, “He should not return (from prayer) unless he hears a sound
or perceives a smell (of passing wind)” [Muslim]

(1) The certainty here is that he is still in a state of wudu and the doubt
is whether he broke it or not

b) Prophet (pbuh) said, “When anyone of you is in doubt about his salah
(prayer) and does not know how many he has prayed, three or four (rak'at)
he should cast aside his doubt and base his prayer on what he is sure of.
Then, he should perform two prostrations before Taslim (salutation)”
[Muslim]

(1) Three is certainty and four is the doubt, hence, the person would
assume he/she has only prayed three

F. Examples
1. Some of them were mentioned earlier above
2. If there is a doubt whether someone borrowed something or not, then we would

assume that he/she did not because the default is that people are free of debt
a) The only way to counter it would be to bring conclusive evidence that the

person borrowed something
3. If there is certainty that a person owed money but there is doubt whether he/she

paid it back or not, then we assume it is still owed because this is certain
a) The only way to counter this certainty would be to bring conclusive

evidence that the debt was paid
4. If a man doubted whether he married a particular woman or not, then we would

assume that he did not because this is the default
5. If a man doubts whether he divorced his wife or not, then we would assume that

he did not because this is the default
6. If a person doubts whether gold for gold was sold to him/her based on equal

weight or not, then he/she should assume that it was not because the default is
that this condition was not fulfilled

G. Some derived the following from this principle as well
1. The concept of istishaab

a) This is one of the sources of Islamic for some scholars
b) It means that things remain the way that they are unless there is evidence

to show that something has changed
c) Ex: if someone is lost and we do not know whether he/she is alive or not,

then we assume that he/she is still alive unless there is conclusive
evidence to suggest otherwise

2. The person is free of any obligation by default
a) This is very similar to the concept of ‘innocent until proven guilty’

(1) Innocence is the certainty and guilt is the doubt
b) Ex: a person claims someone owes him/her money. This would not be

accepted just on the basis of this claim unless the claimant brings
evidence because the default rule is that people are free of any obligation
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3. Certainty cannot be removed except through certainty
a) Meaning if we are certain about something, then there is nothing that will

cancel it unless we come across something certain to counter it
b) Ex 1: a person is certain that he/she prayed one of the five daily prayers

but is not sure which one. In this case, we will ask him/her to repeat all five
prayers in order to ascertain that they were all done

c) Ex 2: a person is certain that he owes money to a friend but is unsure
whether it is $100 or $200. In this case, we will ask the person to pay $200
because this would ascertain that the debt was paid

(1) We go by the higher number here because this relates to rights of
the people

4. The default of every incident is to be estimated to its nearest time
a) Meaning when there is a difference over when something occurred, then

we will assume it occurred at the latest time because this is agreed upon
by both parties

b) Ex: a man buys a car from a seller. After a week, he discovers that there is
a defect in the car. The seller claims the defect was not present at the time
of sale, thus, it must have happened afterwards. In this case, we would
assume that the defect did indeed happen after purchase unless the buyer
brings evidence to counter it
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Verse 19

I. The default ruling regarding our water is purity
A. Meaning rivers, oceans, lakes, ponds, and any water in general are by default

considered pure unless there is evidence to suggest that the water that one wants to
use has been spoiled by an impurity

1. Doubt over whether water is pure or not will be ignored without evidence
B. Ex: if someone wanted to make wudu from a lake, he/she would be allowed to do so

because the default certainty is that it is pure. If someone doubted whether the water
may have had impurity mixed in it or not would be ignored without evidence

II. As well as earth, garments and stones
A. Stones, dirt, ground, earth, clothes, etc. are by default considered pure unless there is

evidence to suggest that they have become impure due to some reason
1. Doubt over whether such things are pure or not will be ignored without evidence

B. Ex: if someone wanted to pray in a particular spot with particular clothes, then he/she
would be allowed to do so because the default certainty is that the whole of earth and
our clothes are pure. If someone doubted whether the spot/clothes may have had
impurity put on it or not would be ignored without evidence
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Verse 20

I. And the default ruling for intercourse, meat
A. Generally, the default ruling concerning worldly affairs is permissibility, however, there

are some exceptions for which the default ruling is the opposite
1. This principle is mentioning some of those exceptions

a) Intercourse
(1) This is forbidden by default unless through a valid marriage

contract or with a slave-girl
(a) Evidence: “And they who guard their private parts, except

from their wives or those their right hands possess, for
indeed, they will not be blamed” [Qur’an 5-6]

(i) This shows that all forms of sexual intercourse are
forbidden except through these two channels

(2) Ex: if a man’s wife had a twin sister and he doesn’t know which one
is his wife, then he is not allowed to have intercourse with either of
them until certainty is reached as to which one of the two is his
spouse

(a) This is because of the maxim that intercourse is forbidden
with anyone by default unless there is evidence to suggest
that it is permissible

b) Meat
(1) Eating meat of animals that need to be sacrificed is forbidden by

default unless there is evidence that the meat was slaughtered
according to Islamic laws

(a) Evidence: A companion asked the Prophet (pbuh),
“Sometimes I send my dog for hunting and find another dog
with it.” The Prophet (pbuh) replied, “Do not eat the game for
you have mentioned Allah's name only on sending your dog
and not the other dog” [Bukhari]

(i) Because there is a doubt as to which dog killed the
animal, we are asked to avoid it altogether

(2) Ex: if there is doubt whether the meat in front of the person was
slaughtered through Islamic laws or not, then the default is to avoid
eating it and consider it forbidden

II. Life and wealth of the protected
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A. The ‘protected’ here is in reference to a fellow Muslim or non-Muslims with whom the
Muslims have a treaty. By default, it is forbidden to take their lives or wealth unless it
can be ascertained that it is permitted
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Verse 21

I. Is prohibition until an allowance [is proven]
A. Meaning the items mentioned previously are forbidden by default unless there is

evidence to ascertain that they have become permissible
II. So understand, may Allah guide you, what has been dictated

A. The author here is making a supplication for the reader
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Verse 22

I. The default ruling with regards to our customs, is permissibility
A. Meaning when it comes to our languages, clothes, customs, behaviors, etc., then the

default ruling is that they are all permissible
1. Evidence: “It is He who created for you all of that which is on the earth” [Qur’an

2:29] and other verses
II. Until [an evidence] comes changing the permissibility

A. Meaning unless there is some evidence that clearly shows that the permissible item has
become forbidden

1. Ex: it is proven that the clothes one is wearing were stolen, the particular custom
in one’s society contradicts Islamc law, etc.

B. There are two other positions on this matter, however, they are not strong
1. Those scholars who say that the default to everything is prohibition unless there

is evidence to suggest that something is permissible
2. Those scholars who say that the default to everything is remaining silent

(tawaqquf) unless there is evidence to suggest that something is permissible or
prohibited
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Verse 23

I. No matter is legislated
A. This is in reference to acts of worship because they are tawqeef

1. The default ruling when it comes to acts of worship is that they are forbidden
2. The word tawqeef means that it can only be known through the Qur’an and

Sunnah alone
II. Other than what, in our Shari’ah, is mentioned

A. Meaning other than acts of worship which are mentioned in our religion to be permitted
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Verse 24

I. The means to an end, assume the ruling of the objectives
A. Meaning the means to fulfill a command or abstain from a prohibition take the same

ruling as that command/prohibition
1. In other words, whatever is necessary to fulfill an obligation or abstain from a

prohibition takes on the same ruling. It begins as soon as the person intends to
do the action

a) Ex: A man is obligated to go to Friday prayer. On Friday morning he
intends to go to prayer, therefore, every act that is necessary to make this
happen also becomes obligatory. Thus, putting on clothes, getting out of
the house, going to the mosque, etc. all become obligatory acts as well

2. Same rule applies to recommended and disliked acts as well. Whatever is
necessary to fulfill a recommended act or abstain from a disliked one takes on
the same ruling. It begins as soon as the person intends to do the action

a) Ex: A man intends to give a needy person some charity in the form of
cash. This is a recommended act. Every action required to make this
happen also becomes recommended, thus, walking up to the needy
person, taking out the wallet, handing him the money, etc. all become
recommended acts as well

B. Around one-fourth of the religion comes under this principle according to Sh. Sa’di
II. And apply this ruling for additional actions [related to it]

A. The ‘additional actions’ is in reference to acts done following the act done with an
objective. So they are connected

1. Ex: a person goes to the mosque with the intention to pray. Then after it the
person returns home

a) The returning home part is considered an ‘additional action’ that is
connected to the action done with an objective

B. Meaning here is that these connected ‘additional acts’ get the same treatment
1. Ex: a person goes to the mosque to pray and then returns home. The going and

the ‘returning’ are considered worship, thus, rewarded the same
a) The same rule applies if a person would be ‘returning’ after doing a

forbidden act. Not just going to do the act would be considered a sin but
also while returning from it because they’re connected
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Verse 25

I. Errors, coercion and forgetfulness
A. Error

1. This this when a person intends to do a particular action but something other
than what he/she intended takes place

a) Ex: A person is driving a car on a street but accidentally runs someone
over killing them instantly

B. Coercion
1. This is of two types

a) A type of force where someone neither has a choice nor power to abstain
(1) Ex: a woman who is raped
(2) There is consensus among the scholars that the one forced into

this type of act is not sinful
b) A type of force where someone has a choice but it is restricted

(1) Ex: when someone is forced to choose between only two options,
for example, a person is told to either injure someone or else
he/she will be physically harmed

(2) In this case, the person will do a comparison between the two
options

(a) If the person is being forced to kill someone else or commit
fornication, then the person is not permitted to do so even if
it means being harmed or killed

(i) Such a person will be rewarded by Allah for resisting
insha’Allah

(b) If someone is forced to say words which he/she does not
intend in his/her heart, then he/she will be forgiven

(i) Ex: if someone forced a person to say words of kufr
(disbelief)

C. Forgetfulness
1. This is when someone knows about something but forgets to do it at the time of

performing the act
a) Ex: a person knows that Dhuhr is four units (rak’aat) but forgetfully prays

only two and ends the prayer
II. [The sin for it] has been relinquished by our Deity, the Merciful

A. Meaning the person who does things out of error, coercion, or forgetfulness is not
considered sinful
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B. Evidence
1. Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) said, “Allah has forgiven my nation for mistakes,

forgetfulness, and whatever they are forced to do” [Ibn Majah]
C. The sin being ‘relinquished’ means that the doer of it will neither be considered sinful

nor punished in this world by the authorities
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Verse 26

However, with damage, a liability if affirmed,
whilst the sin and shortcoming are negated

I. However, with damage, a liability is affirmed
A. Meaning if someone does something out of error, coercion, or forgetfulness that

damages someone or something, then there is a liability on the offender in this life to
compensate the victim

1. Ex: someone forced to damage another’s car must compensate the owner to
cover the damages, someone accidentally kills another pays blood money, etc.

2. More details related to this can be found in the books of fiqh
B. The reason is to protect the community and keep safety because if there are no

consequences, then it could lead to chaos where people may harm others intentionally
but would just say it was an accident, they forgot, or that they were forced

II. Whilst the sin and shortcoming are negated
A. Meaning even though the person may be liable in this world to compensate the victim,

there would be no sin on the person for doing it
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Verse 27

I. From the rulings of connected matters
A. By ‘connected matters’ the author is referring to matters which are dependent on other

things
1. Ex: a fetus inside of a pregnant she-camel is a ‘connected matter’ because it is

dependent on its mother and cannot be made independendent from her
II. Is allowance; however not when it independently occurs

A. Meaning the ‘connected matters’ take the ruling of permissibility as long as they are
taken as a whole with the thing they are dependent on, however, they become
impermissible when someone makes the ‘connected matters’ independent

1. So there are some things which are not permissible when they are independent,
however, they become permissible when they are joined with things on which
they are dependent

a) Ex 1: a pregnant she-camel can be sold as a whole with the fetus inside,
however, the unborn fetus cannot be sold independently on its own before
its birth

b) Ex 2: it is not permissible to sell fruits before their harvest, however, it is
permissible if the seller sells them with the tree on which they are growing

(1) In the former case, the fruits before harvest were independent, thus
forbidden, but in the latter case they are dependent on the tree
which is being sold

B. There are numerous other secondary principles that are derived from this principle.
Some of them include:

1. We may excuse and forgive a ‘connected matter’ even though we may neither
excuse nor forgive it if it were independent

a) Ex: it is not permissible to purchase impure substances, however, if
someone purchased a land which was fertilized with impure dung or
manure, then it would be acceptable

2. A dependent ‘connected matter’ cannot precede the the thing it depends on
a) Ex: those praying behind the imam in congregation cannot precede the

imam in prayer
3. Whoever owns something will also own whatever is a necessary part of it

a) Ex 1: if a person owns a piece of land, then he/she also owns whatever is
on top of it and underneath it

b) Ex 2: if someone owns a cow, then he/she also owns the milk inside of it
4. There are other principles mentioned as well in the appropriate books for this

subject
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Verse 28

Customs are implemented in the case of
a ruling of the noble Shari’ah, left undefined

I. Customs are implemented in the case of
A. This is based on one of the five major principles, ‘Cultural usage shall have the weight

of law’
1. Meaning people’s customs play a role in making judgements and are referred to

as legitimate sources. However, there are some conditions as will be made clear
in the next statement

II. A ruling of the noble Shari’ah, left undefined
A. Meaning whenever there is a ruling or issue mentioned in Islamic sources that is neither

specifically defined nor explained, then we will resort to custom to do it for us
B. Examples

1. We are commanded to be good to our parents, however, Islamic law does not tell
us how to be good. So here we will be good based on our customs. Whatever is
customarily considered being ‘good to parents’ in our culture, then that is what
we should do

2. We are commanded to maintain the ties of kinship, however, we are not told how
to do so. It will be based on our cultural practices

3. We are commanded to be good to our wives, however, we are not told how to do
so. It will be based on our cultural practices

4. Obedience to husbands, rulers, and parents is commanded in our religion, but as
far as how to do it, then that will be based on our customs because Islamic law
did not specifically define how to do these things

a) Therefore, they cannot force their subjects to do things that are not part of
their custom by claiming ‘you are obligated to obey me’

5. In a sale contract, Islamic law says that we do not own the purchased item until
we take ‘possession’ of it. What constitutes ‘possession’ is based on custom
because Islamic law does not define it

C. There is a difference of opinion whether ‘urf (عرف) and ‘aadah (عادة) are the same thing
or not

1. Those who differentiate between the two say ‘aadah is more general than urf,
thus, the latter is a type of ‘aadah

D. It cannot be just any type of custom, rather, it must be based on sound intellect, good
practice, and not contradict Islamic law

1. Customs which are based on bad intellect, blameworthy practices, sinful desires,
etc. are not considered

E. Custom by definition is something that is widespread among the people and practiced
regularly, individually and collectively, and not just sometimes
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F. Evidence
1. Qur’an

a) The command in the Qur’an to do things with ‘urf as in Qur’an 7:199
(1) Here the word ‘urf is what is understood to be good based on

custom
b) “And whoever opposes the Messenger after guidance has become clear

to him and follows other than the way of the believers - We will give him
what he has taken and drive him into Hell, and evil it is as a destination”
(Qur’an 4:115)

(1) The phrase ‘way of the believers’ indicates a way of doing things
that is common among the believers

c) “So its expiation is the feeding of ten needy people from the average of
that which you feed your [own] families” (Qur’an 5:89)

(1) The phrase ‘that which you feed your [own] families’ is based on
the custom and will vary from place to place

d) “Upon the father is the mothers' provision and their clothing according to
what is acceptable” (Qur’an 2:233)

(1) The phrase ‘according to what is acceptable’ is based on custom
2. Sunnah

a) Hind said to the Prophet (pbuh) "Abu Sufyan is a miserly man and I need
to take some money from his wealth [without his permission]." The
Prophet (pbuh) said, "Take reasonably what is sufficient for you and your
children” (Bukhari)

(1) The phrase ‘what is sufficient’ will be based on custom because the
Prophet (pbuh) did not define it

G. Conditions for a custom to be considered acceptable for reference
1. It should be widespread among the majority of the people of a particular place

a) This means if something is rarely practiced among the people or only
practiced among some of the people, it would not be considered

2. The custom must be active among the people at the time of reference
a) There are some customs that become inactive after a while and new

customs take their place, therefore, an inactive custom would not be
considered

3. The custom should not contradict established Islamic law
a) Meaning it should not oppose a text from the Qur’an and Sunnah or

something explicit from the fundamentals of the religion
4. The custom should not contradict an explicitly clear statement because the latter

takes precedence
a) Meaning if a person uses a phrase/word that has a particular meaning in

his/her custom, but he/she explicitly and clearly defines that he/she means
something else by it, then this would be given precedence over the the
customary understanding

(1) Ex: a person signs an employment contract which explicitly states
that the job is to be done at night. When the person gets hired,
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he/she refuses and says ‘job customarily means daytime’, thus, I
don’t have to work at night based on the contract. This appeal to
custom would be rejected because the contract explicitly states
‘night’

H. Types of custom
1. General

a) This is the type that is widespread among all of the people in a society
2. Specific

a) This is the type that is widespread only among a particular group of people
but not all

(1) Ex: doctors may use certain words by which they mean something
different than when the general public uses them

3. Verbal
a) This is when certain words or phrases among the people carry a specific

meaning
(1) Ex: the word ‘meat’ among the people does not usually include

‘fish’ even though it is also a form of meat
4. Action-based

a) This is an action-based custom that is common among the people
(1) Ex: the types of clothes they wear, cuisine, drinks, how they

conduct their contractual transactions, etc.
5. Valid

a) This is the type that does not contradict Islamic law, thus, it is considered
acceptable to refer to it

6. Invalid
a) This is the type that does contradict Islamic law, thus, it will be rejected

and we will not refer to it
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Verse 29

I. The one who hastens to a forbidden [reward] before its time
A. This is in reference to things which are temporarily not allowed for the person, however

due to this person’s impatience, he/she deliberately hastens it in some way
1. Due to the intention of the doer, this principle is connected to the general

principle ‘actions are judged by their intentions’
II. Will be at a loss as well as deprived of it

A. Meaning the person will be punished by being deprived of the very thing he/she
hastened to receive before its time

B. Examples
1. If a person kills the one whom he/she is suppose to inherit from, the person will

be blocked from inheriting his/her victim’s wealth as a form of punishment
2. If a husband divorces his wife during his final illness in order to prevent her from

inheriting him after his death, she will be made to inherit him after his death as a
form of punishment

a) There are some details and differences among the jurists on exactly how
and when it is done mentioned in the books of fiqh

3. A man divorced his wife thrice and now can no longer be with her unless she has
married another man. If another man married this wife for the main purpose of
divorcing her so she can go back to her first husband, then this would not be
allowed and she will continue to be considered forbidden for her first husband

a) She must marry another man with a genuine marital contract and if it so
happened that the marriage did not work out, it is only then that she can
go back to her first husband
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Verse 30

I. If a prohibition is committed within an action
A. Meaning when a forbidden action is committed while performing an act of worship

1. Ex: someone breaks his/her wudu while performing prayer
II. Or in its conditions; the action is corrupted and deficient

A. Meaning if a forbidden action is committed in one of the conditions for a worship
1. Ex: someone making wudu with stolen water

B. Whether the forbidden action is committed while doing an act of worship or in one of its
conditions, it will make the whole act of worship invalid

1. It would require to be made up if it is an obligatory act of worship
a) Ex: if someone prayed Fajr while dressed in stolen clothes, the prayer

would be considered invalid and would need to be made up. This is
because he/she is covering the ‘awrah, which is a condition for prayer,
with something forbidden

C. Examples
1. If someone fasted on the day of Eid, it would be considered invalid
2. If someone deliberately did not pray towards the qiblah, the prayer would be

considered invalid
D. What if someone did something forbidden that does not relate to the worship itself nor

one of its conditions?
1. In this case, the act of worship would be considered valid, however, the person

would still be considered sinful
a) Ex: if a man prayed with a turban made of silk, then the prayer is still

considered valid because covering the head is not a condition for prayer
even though the turban is considered forbidden for him to wear
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Verse 31

I. The one who harms an aggressor, is not liable
A. Meaning if someone does something forbidden out of self-defense is not responsible for

any harm caused towards the aggressor
II. After trying to repel in a manner, appropriate

A. Meaning the victim first tried to reason with the aggressor or tried to use some other
means to repel the harm before it led to him/her harming the aggressor

B. Examples
1. An aggressor attacks a victim trying to cause him/her bodily harm. The victim

tries to repel the victim as much as possible by commanding the aggressor to
stop, pushing the aggressor away, however, it eventually leads to the victim
either killing or seriously injuring the aggressor. In this case, the victim will not be
held responsible nor considered sinful

2. If someone killed a hunting animal out of self-defense while in a state of Umrah
or Hajj, then the person is not considered responsible nor does he/she have to
pay any sort of penalty as would be required for the one who hunted an animal
deliberately while in the state of Umrah or Hajj

a) However, if the person killed the hunting animal due to need out of fear of
hunger, then the person would be considered liable but not sinful. This
would mean he/she would have to pay a penalty to make up for it
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Verse 32

The definite article indicates a comprehensive generality
In plurals and individual entities like al-’aleem

I. The definite article indicates a comprehensive generality
A. The definite article is when a noun in Arabic is suffixed with the letters alif and laam,

such as, al-’aleem (العلیم) as opposed to just ‘aleem (علیم)
B. Meaning whenever a definite article is added to a noun, the word would be considered

to include all those that come under it and not just one
1. Ex: the word al-insaan means all human beings and not just one
2. However, this is not always the case. There are cases where the definite article

does not indicated generality
a) We can determine this through context, logic, etc.

(1) Ex: if the teacher says to the students, “Open al-kitaab (the book),”
we know that he/she means one particular book and not all books

II. In plurals and individual entities like al-’aleem
A. Meaning the rule mentioned in the previous statement applies to both plural and

singular words
B. When the word al-’aleem is used for Allah, it means all types of knowledge and not just

one. Meaning Allah infinitely knows all things not just one
1. The same goes for all of His other Names and Attributes
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Verse 33

I. Indefinite objects, mentioned in the context of a negation
A. Indefinite objects is in reference to nouns in Arabic that do not contain the letters alif

and laam suffixed before it
1. Ex: bayt (بیت) as opposed to al-bayt (البیت)

II. Indicates a generality; [similarly an indefinite article] in the context of a prohibition
A. Meaning indefinite objects that come in the context of negation or prohibition indicate

generality
1. Ex: رجلجاءما (No man came)

a) Here the word رجل is indefinite and mentioned in the context of negation,
thus, it shows generality and means all men

2. Ex: رجالتعطال (Do not give to any man)
a) Here the indefinite رجال is mentioned in the context of a prohibition, thus, it

includes all men
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Verse 34

I. And also “whoever” and “whatever” both indicate
A. Meaning whenever the words whoever (من) and whatever (ما) are used in an Arabic

sentence
II. Every generality, O my younger brother, so listen

A. Meaning they indicate generality and are not specific
1. Ex 1: صالحاعملمن (whoever did good)

a) This includes all those who do good and not just some
2. Ex 2: األرضفيماوالسماواتفيما (whatever is in the heavens and the earth)

a) This includes all things within them without exception
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Verse 35

I. Similarly, a singular noun if it is possessive
A. Meaning whenever a singular noun comes in the possessive case, it also indicates

generality
1. Ex: ربكنعمة (Your Lord’s blessing)

a) Blessing (نعمة) here is singular but in the possessive case and means all
types of blessings whether they are in this world or the next

II. Understand, may you be guided to intelligence, what proceeds
A. Shaykh did not explain this line probably because it is just a supplication for the reader
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Verse 36

I. A ruling is not passed until there is a fulfillment
A. Meaning a ruling on any issue cannot be passed until certain requirements have been

fulfilled
II. Of all conditions; and preventions are lifted

A. There are two requirements here that need to be fulfilled before a ruling can be passed
1. All conditions for the ruling to take place should be fulfilled

a) A ‘condition’ is defined as a prerequisite whose absence necessitates the
absence of the ruling but its presence does not obligate the ruling

(1) Ex: wudu is a condition for the validity of the prayer but just
because you have wudu does not mean you must pray

b) Ex: all the conditions required for prayer must be fulfilled before a person
can pray: the time of prayer has entered, making wudu, facing the qiblah,
purity of place, clothing, and body, etc.

2. There must be absence of any hindrance that may prevent the ruling from taking
effect

a) A ‘hindrance’ is something that prevents the ruling from being applied
even if the the conditions are met

b) Ex: a son who killed his father will be prevented from inheriting from that
parent, difference of religion between family members will be an obstacle
to inherit from each other, times of prohibition prevent from performing
general supregatory prayers, etc.
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Verse 37

I. Whoever fulfills the requirements of an action
A. Meaning whoever fulfills all the requirements for an action without falling short,

exaggerating, or making mistakes
II. Is deserving of what is due from the action

A. Meaning then such a person deserves the reward, salary, or whatever is promised to
him/her for completing all of the requirements

B. Types of workers
1. Specific

a) Def: this is when someone works within a specific period of time with
particular list of [repetitive] duties that he/she must complete

(1) Whoever fulfills these requirements, should be paid the promised
amount after he/she completes the job

(a) Ex: an employee in a factory who works a machine 8 hours a
day and paid every 2 weeks for the hours he/she clocks in

b) If the worker falls short or destroys something during work due to
negligence or extremity, then he/she can be held liable and payment taken
out of his/her paycheck to cover the losses

2. General
a) Def: this is when someone does not work within specific period of time and

does not have any particular list of [repetitive] duties that he/she must
complete

(1) It is usually some sort of service based job and the worker is paid
after completing the service

(a) Ex: carpenter, shoemaker, blacksmith, tailor, etc.
b) What should be done if such a type of worker falls short after completing

his/her job? Does he/she deserve to be paid for the job or not? For
example, a person drops off a piece of cloth to a tailor to be fixed. The
tailor fixes it but then the cloth is stolen or the tailor’s shop burns to the
ground. Should the tailor be paid?

(1) There are two opinions regarding this among the jurists
(a) Those who say that such a worker deserves to be paid

because he/she completed the assigned job
(b) Those who say that such a worker does not deserve to be

paid regardless of whether it was the worker’s fault or not
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because the finished product was not delivered to the
customer

(i) The majority follow this view and many also say that
the worker should compensate the customer for the
loss

(a) Some jurists differ and say that we must look at
the circumstances and see whether there are
any indicators that the worker was at fault
somehow or not. If the worker was at fault,
then he/she will need to compensate the
customer otherwise no
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Verse 38

I. A part of an obligation is fulfilled
A. Meaning doing a part of the obligation will be considered sufficient if the person falls

under the category of those mentioned in the next statement
II. If there is difficulty in fulfilling the entirety of the obligation

A. Meaning if the person is unable to do either the entire or the remaining portion of the
obligation, then it is sufficient for him/her to do whatever he/she is able

1. If the action is obligatory and the person is able to do some part of it, then he/she
is obligated to do that part of it

2. It also applies to recommended acts
a) If the action is recommended and the person is able to do some part of it,

then he/she is recommended to do that part of it
B. Evidence

1. “Allah does not charge a soul except [with that within] its capacity” [Qur’an 2:286]
2. “Fear Allah as much as you are able” [Qur’an 64:16]
3. “If I command you to do something then follow it as much as you can, and if I

forbid you to do something then avoid it” [Bukhari and Muslim]
C. Examples

1. If a person is missing an arm, then he/she is not responsible for washing that part
for wudu

2. If a person is sick and unable to stand at all, then he/she is not obligated to pray
while standing

a) Similarly, if the person is only able to stand for a little while, then he/she
should do so and can pray the remaining while sitting

3. If someone is unable to cover all of his private parts in public due to poverty, then
he should do so whatever amount he can even if not all
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Verse 39

I. Everything which emanates from an allowance
A. Meaning if something is allowed in Islamic law

II. Such an action, for it, there is no liability
A. Meaning a person cannot be blamed nor punished for doing something that Islamic law

has permitted for him/her even if it leads to some sort of harm as long as he/she does
not exceed the limit

1. Examples
a) If a person dug a hole in his own land, then another person fell into it and

got seriously injured. The owner, in this case, is not responsible
b) If a person borrowed a car to travel to another state and it breaks down

while en route. The borrower, in this case, is not responsible
c) If a ruler cuts off the hand of a thief, then he cannot be held responsible
d) If someone was given the hadd punishment for drinking wine by the ruler

and the person died due to it, then the ruler will not be responsible for it
B. This also means if someone does something that Islamic law has not permitted and it

leads to some sort of harm, then he/she will be held liable
1. Examples

a) If someone dug a hole in the middle of a public street and someone fell
into it and got seriously injured, then the digger will be held responsible for
it

b) If the one assigned to carry out the hadd punishment for theft exceeded
his limit and it led to the thief’s death, then the person would be held
responsible
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Verse 40

I. Every ruling revolves around its cause
A. Meaning every ruling’s existence or absence is based on its cause:

1. If the cause exists, then the ruling is applied
2. If the cause is absent, then the ruling is not applied

II. Which has obligated its legislation
A. Meaning once the cause for the ruling comes into existence, it obligates its associated

ruling
B. Examples

1. When a person travels, he/she can shorten the prayer
a) The ‘travel’ is the cause for the ruling of shortening the prayer going into

effect
2. If a person becomes sick, then he/she is allowed to break the fast in Ramadan

a) The ‘sickness’ is the cause for the permissibility of breaking the fast in
Ramadan going into effect

3. When the sun sets, the time for praying Maghrib becomes obligatory
a) The ‘setting’ of the sun is the cause for the obligation of praying Maghrib

taking effect
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Verse 41

I. Every condition is binding upon the contractor
A. Meaning a contractor is obligated to fulfill every condition that he/she agreed to in the

contract as long as it is not something forbidden in Islamic law. The author clarifies this
latter point in verse 42

1. The ‘conditions’ in the contract could favor either both parties or just one of them
a) The definition of the word ‘condition’ has already preceded on pg. 60

II. In transactions, marriage and other objectives
A. Some examples are mentioned here to clarify the matter

1. Sales transactions
a) Purchasing products or services are a contract between the seller and the

buyer. If there are any agreed upon conditions placed in the contract, then
they are required to be fulfilled

2. Marriage
a) Marriage is a contract between husband and wife. If there are any agreed

upon conditions placed in the contract, then they are required to be
fulfilled

3. By ‘other objectives’, the author means other similar contracts with permissible
objectives

B. We can categorize conditions into three types
1. Those that all scholars agree are valid, therefore, they must be carried out
2. Those that all scholars agree are invalid, therefore, they are not to be carried out
3. Those that scholars differed over whether they are valid or invalid

C. Conditions can be either
1. Verbally stated in the contract

a) Ex: when a car rental contract clearly states that the borrower will pay the
remaining fee to the lender after returning the vehicle

2. Understood through custom without even having to be placed in the contract
a) Ex: when a certain value of money is placed in the contract without

indicating the currency because it is automatically understood that it will
be the country’s default currency

3. Declared by Islamic law even if they are not verbally stated in the contract
a) Ex: Islamic law has stated that husbands should treat their wives justly
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Verse 42

I. Except conditions which permit a prohibition
A. Meaning conditions in a contract which permit something that Islamic law has prohibited

are not to be fulfilled
II. Or its opposite; they are invalid, you should know

A. The words ‘or its opposite’ means conditions in a contract which forbid something that
Islamic law has permitted are not to be fulfilled

1. This is in reference to things which have been obligated in the religion
a) Ex: if a husband puts the condition in the marriage contract that there will

be no dowry for the wife, then this would be rejected because it’s
prohibiting something that Allah has obligated

B. Scholars differ whether including invalid conditions into the contract invalidates the
whole contract or not

1. Hanafis and Hanbalis allow it
a) They say that the contract as a whole remains valid but the particular

problematic condition is invalid
(1) The particular details surrounding it are mentioned in the books of

fiqh
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Verse 43

Lots are drawn in cases of ambiguity,
in rights or due to competition

I. Lots are drawn in cases of ambiguity
A. Meaning lots can be used to make decisions in cases where there is equal possibility of

multiple options
1. This is because it is closer to fairness and furthest from being biased or playing

favoritism
II. In rights or due to competition

A. Meanings lots can be drawn to make decisions in situations where it concerns others’
rights or there is some sort of competition involved

1. Rights example
a) Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) used to draw lots to choose which one of his

wives will travel with him before each trip
2. Competition example

a) There is a hadith which states that if people knew the reward for praying in
the first row, the people would draw lots to decide who would stand in the
front row

B. Examples
1. Drawing lots to see who will perform the call to prayer (adhaan)
2. Drawing lots to see who will lead the people in prayer when there are multiple

equally qualified people to do so
3. A land is discovered but there are multiple people claiming to have found it and

there is no way to determine who found it first. In this case, we can draw lots to
see who it should be given to

4. If a man divorced one of his wives but cannot remember which one, then a judge
can have him draw lots to choose between them
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Verse 44

I. If two actions of similar [legislation] coincide at the same time
A. Meaning if there are certain actions in Islamic law which are of the same type and they

happen to coincide with each other
1. Ex: a person walks into the mosque for Fajr prayer. Should he pray the two

sunnahs of Fajr or the two units for greeting the mosque (tahayyahtul al-masjid)?
They are both very similar and in this situation are coinciding with each other.
The answer is provided in the next statement

II. Either one can be performed, so listen attentively
A. Meaning a person who encounters the situation in the previous statement can just

perform either action with intention of both
1. Ex: A person who walks into the mosque for Fajr can pray his sunnah prayer and

at the same time intend the tahayyahtul al-masjid
B. Examples

1. A person praying two sunnahs after Maghrib prayer can also intend with them the
istikharah prayer

a) Some scholars differ and say they have to be separated and cannot be
done together with one intention

2. If someone is taking a ritual bath (ghusl) after a major impurity, he/she can make
intention for both: ritual bath and wudu

a) The ghusl is more comprehensive than wudu, thus, it can include the latter
3. A person sitting in the mosque for i’tikaaf in Ramadan can have multiple

intentions for other similar actions along with it, such as, waiting for prayer,
commanding the good and forbidding the evil to other attendees, learning by
sitting in circles of knowledge, etc.
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Verse 45

And any thing occupied [in a contract], cannot be occupied further
An example of it is collateral and endowment

I. And any thing occupied [in a contract], cannot be occupied further
A. Meaning if any item is already actively involved in a particular contract, then it cannot be

simultaneously utilized in another contract. Some examples in the next statement help
clarify this point

II. An example of it is collateral and endowment
A. Collateral

1. This is when someone pledges an item as security for repayment of a loan, to be
forfeited in the event of a default

a) Ex: Ahmad borrows $2000 from Umar. In order to assure Umar that he will
pay him back, Ahmad puts his car down as collateral. Meaning if he is
unable to pay back the loan, Umar can have his car to sell to get his
money back. Ahmad’s car is the collateral

2. Once an item is set as collateral, it cannot be sold, inherited, or gifted to anyone
in order to protect the right of the lender/mortgagee. This is what the author
means when he says that it ‘cannot be occupied further’

B. Endowment
1. If someone gives something as an endowment, which is a type of donation for a

particular purpose, then it cannot be sold, inherited, or gifted away ever again
a) Ex: Ahmad gives his land away to be used to build a mosque. It can now

never be sold, gifted, or inherited because it is ‘occupied’ in an active
contract of endowment

C. Other examples
1. An employee of a company that has a particular set of hours to work cannot be

engaged in another contract because he/she is ‘occupied’ until his/her shift is
over

2. Ahmad owns an apartment. He makes a contract with Ali to let him stay there on
rent for one year. During this period, Ahmad cannot do another rental contract
with someone else because the apartment is already ‘occupied’ with Ali’s
contract

3. If someone bought an item but has not picked it up yet, the seller cannot sell it off
to another because it is already ‘occupied’ with the first sale contract
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Verse 46

I. Whoever fulfills an obligation on behalf of his brother
A. Meaning if anyone fulfills some sort of material obligation on someone else’s behalf

II. For him is a return, if he intended to request it
A. Meaning if the person who fulfilled the obligation intended, at the time of fulfilling it, that

he/she will request to be paid back later, then he/she must be paid back
1. However, if the person who fulfilled the obligation intended in his/her heart that it

is a gift or charity, then that other person does not need to pay the person back
B. Examples

1. If someone paid for a friend’s food at a restaurant but with the intention that
he/she will get his/her money back later, then that friend is obligated to pay the
person back

2. Ahmad borrows $5000 from Ali. Zayd pays Ali $5000 on behalf of Ahmad,
however, he intends in his heart that he will request it from Ahmad later. In this
case, Ahmad must pay him back
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Verse 47

I. A natural deterrent from a sin
A. A deterrent is something that compels a person to abandon something. Deterrents can

be natural or established through the religion in order to avert people from sinning
1. Examples of natural deterrents that make a person abandon sins

a) Fear of harm or embarrassment coming to a person
b) Those things which people naturally find distasteful and keep away from

(1) Ex: drinking urine, toxins, eating animals that die of natural disease,
etc.

(a) There are no specified hudood punishments in Islamic law
for engaging in such forbidden things, however, a ruler can
give whatever suitable punishments, as he sees fit, for doing
them (prison, fine, etc.). This is known as ta’zeer

II. Is similar to a religious deterrent, without any denial
A. Examples of religious deterrents that make a person abandon sins

1. Fear of Allah’s punishment in the afterlife
2. Hudood punishments
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